Cloud observability and clear answers on one platform

- Advanced observability
- Continuous automation
- AI-assistance
- Cross-team collaboration
- User experience and business analytics

Product overview

Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify cloud complexity and accelerate digital transformation. With automatic and intelligent observability at scale, our all-in-one platform delivers precise answers about the performance of applications, the underlying infrastructure, and the experience of all users. This enables organizations to innovate faster, collaborate more efficiently, and deliver more value with dramatically less effort.

What makes Dynatrace unique?

Full stack observability
See your entire environment in context, and instantly know how every cloud, container, and application connects.

Continuous automation
Spend less time mapping and managing, with zero-touch configuration and automated, continuous discovery.

AI-powered precision
Solve issues in seconds (or before they start), with real-time answers that grow even smarter over time.

Out of the box, Dynatrace provides fully automated capabilities:

- Monitoring of user experience, applications, AWS components, and hosts
- Real-time observability into microservices and containers
- Dependency discovery and topology mapping
- AI-powered problem detection and root-cause analysis
Software intelligence for AWS enterprise clouds

All-in-one, AI-powered monitoring of AWS applications and infrastructure.

Fully automated, AI-powered observability across AWS cloud environments

In addition to metrics, logs, and traces, Dynatrace also collects user experience data for full, end-to-end visibility helping you deliver answers, not just more data.

Dynatrace and AWS are better together for:

- **Accelerate migrations** – Actionable insights to assess, plan, migrate, and optimize
- **Empower DevOps** – Automate development and operations to innovate faster and improve business
- **Create better business outcomes** – Detailed digital experience data and business analytics
- **Simplify procurement** – Use AWS Marketplace for ease and speed

As an AWS Service ready partner, Dynatrace has received validation by AWS Partner Solution Architects for the following services:

- AWS PrivateLink
- Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS)
- Amazon Linux 2
- AWS Outposts

Solution available in [AWS Marketplace](https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/products/dynatrace ENTERPRISE/SOFTWARE)